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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

Online streaming of 360-degree videos is rapidly growing as major content providers 

recognize its value to enrich the end user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). Users are provided 

with panoramic view and are able to actively engage with the video as they can freely control 

their viewing direction during video playback [4]. New forms of videos require new ways 

of transmitting the data efficiently to gain maximum user QoE.  

A number of video delivery platforms available today offer 360-degree videos (also referred 

to as omnidirectional videos). Among them, YouTube is one of the main players on the 

market and one of the features in YouTube is 360-degree video, which enables the user to 

interact with the content and rotate the view in the scene [1]. It should be noted that streaming 

360-degree video is very challenging due to high bandwidth requirements and encoding 

challenges. 

YouTube relies on HTTP adaptive streaming and is one of the most popular media 

delivery services on the Internet today [6]. Currently, YouTube traffic transmitted over the 

network is encrypted, hence network providers are missing mechanisms for estimating 

application performance degradation events, such as stalling, quality switches, and initial 

delay.  Some solutions show promising results such as solutions based on machine learning 

approaches for estimating performance solely from encrypted network [5][39][47][51]. 

However, previous studies have not addressed how to estimate such KPIs for 360-degree 

video streaming.  

In this thesis, the focus will be on investigating and describing the mechanisms 

behind the YouTube 360-degree video service. Further, the task is to conduct measurements 

in a laboratory testbed involving the collection of network traffic traces and application-layer 

performance indicators corresponding to 360 videos being viewed in the official YouTube 

application on an iOS device. The goal is to identify a set of traffic features that can be 

extracted from network traffic traces, and test to what extent these features can be used to 

estimate application-layer performance using a machine learning approach.  
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1.2. Related work   

Streaming of 360-degree videos is the focus of a great deal of recent research due to 

its popularity as a new rich multimedia experience that is being introduced to the online user. 

There is a need for understanding the characteristics of such videos, and corresponding 

encoding and streaming requirements.  

As already mentioned, streaming 360-degree videos brings up new challenges. 

Presenting best video quality requires a complete high quality 360-degree frame. Although 

streaming of the whole video in highest quality requires a large amount of bandwidth, 

transmitting the complete video also results in bandwidth waste, since only a subset, namely 

the viewport, is viewed by the user. One solution is adaptive 360 video streaming. The idea 

is based on predicting a user’s future viewport and requesting the future segments with 

higher quality in the predicted viewport. On the server side, the video is stored as a 

representation set that provides each time-domain segment at different qualities with higher 

quality at a set of possible viewports. Each segment has two qualities – higher for a specific 

viewport that could be of viewer interest, and lower for the rest of the 360-degree frame. 

Current solutions try to predict user viewport for a short duration in the future, and request 

segments that provide predicted user viewport in higher quality. In case of a mismatch 

between predicted user viewport and the actual viewport, segments are displayed in lower 

quality [2]. 

Video delivery methods have evolved over time and user-generated content 

platforms such as YouTube have adaptation strategies designed to maximize available user 

QoE [1]. For a long period of time, YouTube employed server-based streaming strategies, 

but nowadays its default delivery method is HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) [6]. HAS has 

several more benefits compared to classical streaming. The first advantage includes offering 

multiple bit rates of video content, thus enabling video service providers to adapt the 

delivered video depending on user demands and network state. Furthermore, users can select 

themselves which quality level they want to consume. Adaptive streaming also allows 

flexible service models so users can increase or decrease the video quality during playback 

if they want. The most important advantage is the possibility to dynamically adapt to changes 

in network and server conditions. Because of that, adaptive streaming improves the QoE of 

video streaming [3]. 

Some research shows that YouTube treats 360-degree videos similar to regular 

MPEG-DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) videos [1]. Videos are encoded 
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in different resolutions and streaming is done in video chunks, where the quality of delivered 

chunks depends on available network bandwidth and client buffer state. YouTube 

recommends a minimum resolution of 7168x3584 for uploads [7]. Observations show that 

360-degree videos tend to have higher maximum resolutions than regular videos, but similar 

minimum resolutions. Furthermore, 360-degree videos have substantially higher bit rates but 

less variability than regular videos. Reduced variability of bit rates for the network requires 

the system to be much more responsive to user requests for changing the field of view. In 

addition to that, latency becomes an important criterion for the network and assuring user 

maximum QoE [1]. In spite of the considerable work being done with regards to video 

delivery over communication networks and assuring maximum QoE, further studies for 360-

degree videos and more detailed research is needed in the future.  

1.3. Thesis structure 

This thesis consists of 5 chapters. The second chapter discusses the YouTube service 

and techniques for streaming of 360-degree videos. The third chapter describes the 

laboratory setup and measurement steps used in the scope of this thesis to collect a dataset 

of 360-degree YouTube videos, including network traffic and application-layer data. The 

fourth chapter describes the machine learning process and models trained to estimate 

YouTube performance in terms of key performance indicators. Results are given in the fifth 

chapter. Concluding remarks and a summary of findings are given in the conclusion. 
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2. 360-degree video streaming  

This chapter provides an overview of 360-degree video. There will be an explanation 

of coding and streaming of 360-degree video, how YouTube handles this type of video, 

and how users can upload their own 360-degree videos onto the YouTube platform.    

2.1. 360-degree video 

 

2.1.1. Coding 

 

360-degree video is captured in every direction from a unique point, so it is 

essentially a spherical video. Existing video encoders cannot encode it directly  since they 

operate on a two-dimensional rectangular image [13]. Because of that, the video should be 

first mapped to a 2D plane before encoding. There are different approaches of map 

projections such as equirectangular, pyramid and cube projections [2].  

Equirectangular projection (Figure 1) is the most commonly used layout for 360 

videos due to its wide support in software development environments [14]. This projection 

maps the sphere into a rectangle and results in severe stretching at the north and south poles 

of the sphere, which in turn leads to redundant information at the top and bottom of the 

image. The redundant information causes reduced coding efficiency and increased 

bandwidth consumption [2]. Some studies show that cube projection reduces file size by 25 

% against the original and pyramid projection reduces it even more – up to 80 % against the 

original [12]. YouTube only supports equirectangular projection for 360-degree videos at 

the time of this writing [15]. Projection directly uses the latitude and longitude on a sphere 

as the vertical and horizontal coordinates, respectively, on the raw frame [4].  
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Figure 1 Example of equirectangular projection [41] 

 

On the other hand, Facebook remaps equirectangular projection layouts to cube maps 

[16]. Cube maps (Figure 2) are easier to project, don’t have geometry distortion within the 

faces and cube maps pixels are well-distributed [16].  

 

 

Figure 2 Example of cube projection [42] 
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Both YouTube and Facebook encode 360-degree videos into H.264 format in an MP4 

container [4]. The H.264/AVC video coding standard has been developed and standardized 

collaboratively by ITU-T VCEG (Video Coding Experts Group) and ISO/IEC MPEG 

(Moving Picture Experts Group) organizations. Some of its most important differences  

relative to prior standards are enhanced motion prediction capability, adaptive in-loop 

deblocking filter, enhanced entropy coding methods etc. [17].  

 

2.1.2. Adaptive streaming 

 

The background of streaming 360-degree video lies in adaptive video streaming. 

Adaptive streaming allows a video provider to create a different video for each of the screen 

sizes, adapts to the speed of the user’s Internet connection, and can dynamically switch 

between video qualities depending on changes in a user’s Internet connection [43]. Because 

of advantages it posses, adaptive streaming has become a key technology in delivering video 

over the Internet. 

In HTTP adaptive streaming, each bitrate stream is typically divided into multiple 2-

10 seconds segments (“chunks”) [44].  The whole video is encoded at multiple discrete 

bitrates. A video player can switch to a different bitrate at each chunk boundary depending 

on network conditions as a result of chuck alignments in the video timeline. On the client 

side, an adaptation algorithm decides which suitable bitrate for the next chunk should be 

downloaded. The client-side video player uses information about buffer current availability,  

throughput observed for each chunk, and the chunk size to estimate suitable bitrate [44]. The 

main goal is to minimize rebuffering (also referred to as video stalling) so as to ensure high 

user QoE. 

In adaptive 360-degree video streaming solution, video is sliced into segments, and 

segments are sliced into tiles in the spatial domain [2]. Each tile is encoded at several quality 

levels and only needed tiles are streamed in high quality . The client-side video player fetches 

a set of tiles for each segment depending on network conditions and viewport. Tiling reduces 

memory requirements as tiles are compressed and reconstructed independently [45]. Because 

of that, they can be used for decoding specific parts of the image instead of the whole image.  

VP9 [19] is an efficient video compression codec that also supports decoding multiple 

frames in parallel by introducing tiles. For example, a frame can be split into 2 or 4 column-

based tiles and each tile shares the same frame entropy model [46]. A benefit of independent 
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decoding is enabling significant speed-ups in multi-threaded coders without any additional 

latency.  

2.2. YouTube 

 

In March 2015, YouTube launched support for publishing and viewing 360-degree 

videos in the majority of its mobile and web platforms. Mobile users adjust their view 

moving their mobile device in the direction they want, while on desktop computers, viewers 

can adjust their viewport using a mouse [61].  

 Currently, YouTube uses more than just one codec, and each codec encodes at 

multiple bit rates and resolutions. The most widely used is H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, but there 

are also other codecs in use to support software versions of older mobile phones , such as 

Sorenson Spark codec (a variant of H.263).  Newer codecs are also supported in delivering 

4K quality video such as VP9 [19]. VP9 brings HD and even 4K quality at half the bandwidth 

used by other known codecs but it is also used for lower resolutions. Furthermore, it has 

benefits for people with limited bandwidth and it set us closer to high-quality, buffer-free 

videos [20]. 

 

YouTube recommends several upload encoding settings for user videos [18]: 

 Container - MP4, 

 Audio codec - AAC-LC, 

 Video codec - H.264, 

 Frame rate should be the same for recorded, encoded and uploaded video (common 

frame rates include: 24, 25, 30, 48, 50, 60 frames per second but other frame rates 

are also acceptable to use), 

 Aspect ratio 16:9 (if the file is a non 16:9 file, it will be processed and displayed with 

black bars (left and right or top and bottom) to make a 16:9 ration in the player, 

 Recommended video bitrates are different for Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) 

uploads and High Dynamic Range (HDR) uploads but no fixed bitrate is required. 

 

 YouTube uses the MPEG-DASH format as its adaptive streaming protocol. MPEG 

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) also known as MPEG-DASH is a 

standard for the efficient streaming of multimedia over the Internet using the existing 
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available HTTP infrastructure [21]. MPEG-DASH works by dividing the content into a 

sequence of small segments that are stored on a HTTP server and are delivered using HTTP 

[22]. A Media Presentation Description (MPD) is also generated and delivered to the client. 

The MPD provides important information for a DASH client for adaptive streaming of the 

content such as various encoded alternatives by bitrate or resolution, media types and media 

content availability and so on Figure 3. MPEG-DASH does not specify the format and codec 

that must be used, but has specific provisions for the MPEG-4 file format and MPEG-2 

Transport Streams [21]. It also supports ad-insertion, multi-view, scalable coded and on 

demand content [21].  

 

Figure 3 MPEG-DASH communication [22] 

 

 YouTube requires using the latest version of Chrome, Opera, Firefox or MS Edge 

for uploading 360-degree videos to their platform [7]. On mobile devices, users are required 

to have the latest version of the mobile YouTube app. For maximum user QoE, YouTube 

offers user instructions for upload 360-degree video on YouTube. Instructions are taken from 

the official Google support page [27] : 

 

1. Creating 360-degree video 

It is recommended to encode videos at a high resolution and according to YouTube 

encoding specifications that are previously mentioned. For best quality, it is 

recommended to upload in equirectangular format with a 2:1 aspect ratio at a 

resolution of 7168x3584 or up to 8192x4096 pixels. 
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Video can be created using custom camera rings and third-party stitching software. 

Also, YouTube enables creating 360-degree video with many 360-degree cameras. 

 

2. Prepare for upload 

Uploaded video file needs to include metadata so that 360-degree playback can be 

enabled. Metadata can be added via Python script or 360-degree Video Metadata app. 

 

3. Upload the file 

The best option for checking if a file is successfully uploaded and has 360-degree 

playback enabled is by watching the video on a computer. If there is a pan button in 

the top left then we can be sure that the video has been successfully uploaded as 360-

degree video Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4 Example of successfully upload of 360-degree video 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter provides an overview of the laboratory setup and tools used to collect 

necessary data. Scripts for data processing and analysis were developed in the scope of [47] 

and [48], while the actual data analysis, network feature extraction, and evaluation of 

machine learning algorithms were performed in the scope of this theses. 

3.1. Laboratory setup 

The goal of laboratory testing was collecting network traffic traces and application-

layer performance indicators from video playbacks of 360-degree videos. The laboratory 

testbed used for conducting experiments is depicted in Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5 Laboratory setup for testing on the iOS platform 
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YouTube traffic between YouTube servers and the iOS device on which the 

YouTube mobile app is installed is transmitted over a wireless network. The network 

conditions are manipulated through a PC running IMUNES that is used to simulate various 

degradation of network state such as bandwidth changes and different bandwidth limitations. 

Manipulated traffic is then sent through Albedo’s Net.Shark device where it is replicated and 

sent to a PC designated for network traffic capturing. 

 

IMUNES 

The IMUNES (Embedded Multiprotocol Network Emulator / Simulator, IMUNES) 

tool was used to manipulate available network bandwidth [8]. It allows emulation or 

simulation of IP network topology in real time. It can be used on the FreeBSD operating 

system or the Linux operating system. The main advantages of this tool are the real-time 

emulation/simulation with gigabit speeds, hundreds of thousands of virtual nodes on a single 

physical device that can execute unmodified UNIX applications, openness, availability and 

easy portability. 

 

Net.Shark 

Net.Shark is an FPGA based Tap with network filtering and capturing capabilities. 

All traffic that passes between the PC running IMUNES and the router is replicated and sent 

to the PC designated for network traffic capturing via Net.Shark [9].  

 

Wireshark 

Wireshark is a network packet analyzer to examine traffic sent over communication 

networks [9]. It is widely used by many commercial and non-profit consumers and is the de 

facto standard. It has a rich feature set which includes live capture, offline analysis, powerful 

display filters, deep inspection of hundreds of protocols, rich VoIP analysis and many more 

advantages [10]. 
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iOS device 

IPhone 6s running iOS 10 operating system was used to conduct experiments. The 

iPhone has a Retina HD display with 3D Touch and 4.7-inch (diagonal) widescreen LCD. 

1334-by-750 pixel resolution at 326 ppi. There are a few more video characteristics worth 

mentioning for this thesis: 4K video recording at 30 fps, 1080p HD video recording at 30 

fps or 60 fps, and 720p HD video recording at 30 fps. Supported video formats are: H.264 

video up to 4K, 30 frames per second, High Profile level 4.2 with AAC‑LC audio up to 160 

Kbps, 48kHz, stereo audio or Dolby Audio up to 1008 Kbps, 48kHz, stereo or multichannel 

audio, in .m4v, .mp4, and .mov file formats; MPEG‑4 video up to 2.5 Mbps, 640 by 480 

pixels, 30 frames per second, Simple Profile with AAC‑LC audio up to 160 Kbps per 

channel, 48kHz, stereo audio or Dolby Audio up to 1008 Kbps, 48kHz, stereo or 

multichannel audio, in .m4v, .mp4, and .mov file formats; Motion JPEG (M ‑JPEG) up to 35 

Mbps, 1280 by 720 pixels, 30 frames per second, audio in ulaw, PCM stereo audio in .avi 

file format [11]. 

 

3.2. Measurement steps 

 

The overall steps taken in this thesis are shown in Figure 6. First, we needed to 

conduct measurements in a laboratory testbed involving the collection of network traffic 

traces and application-layer performance indicators. Extracting application-layer 

performance indicators will be explained in section 3.2.2 and section 3.2.4 as well as the tool 

we used for this purpose. Then, from network traffic traces we identify a set of traffic features 

that could be relevant to estimate application-layer performance using a machine learning 

approach. Before the classification models are trained, it is necessary to select machine 

learning algorithms and prediction features. After models are trained, their performance is 

analyzed based on obtained results.  
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Figure 6 Overall of measurement steps in this thesis 

 

3.2.1. Conducted measurements in a lab environment 

 

We used 4G/LTE bandwidth logs published in [24] to emulate conditions in a real 

network while playing 360-degree videos using the YouTube mobile app. The logs covered 

5 hours of active monitoring in different environments: on a tram, train, car, bicycle, and on 

foot, and contained throughput measured on a per second interval. The IMUNES emulator 

was scripted to use these logs to emulate real network conditions. We note that the original 

bandwidth availability according to the logs was too high to induce degradations, so values 

were divided by factors of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 to simulate worse network conditions. 

Before every experiment, a script was run and it was stopped after the specific YouTube 

playlist of 360-degree videos finished. In the meantime, a second PC captured network 

traffic.  

In this thesis, we made and used 7 different YouTube playlists, each containing 10 

different 360-degree videos lasting from 90 to 180 seconds. Each YouTube playlist was 

performed through 5 different network conditions (using the IMUNES emulator and logs  

already mentioned), resulting in 348 conducted experiments (2 experiments were excluded 

from the measurements because the videos were skipped while playing the playlist).  Figure 

7 and Figure 8 present screenshots of video playback of YouTube 360-degree videos. In the 

middle of the screen, the Stats for Nerds Window displaying audio/video coding, buffer a 

status, bitrate, and lost frame count at the exact moment. Video ID is shown with status of 

video playback (Playing). Audio and video attributes are presented with audio/video itag 

and codec version. YouTube identifies formats using the itag parameter [49]. Also, CPN 

stands for unique playback ID, Conn Speed for connection speed, Net Activity shows how 
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much time is being spent accessing the network/servers to download the video data, 

Framedrop shows how many if any frames the player has dropped during playback and 

Readhead shows how much of the video is currently buffered on your device [50]. Each 

YouTube playlist was captured with enabled Stats for Nerds so that video playback can be 

later used in the ViQMon app.  

 

 

Figure 7 Screenshot from video playback of a documentary 360-degree video on our test device 
iPhone 6s 

 

Figure 8 Screenshot from video playback of an animated 360-degree video on our test device  
iPhone 6s 
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3.2.2. ViQMon app  

 

The ViQMon app is a monitoring tool used to obtain a JSON file containing 

information for each video in the experiment and relevant network parameters.  It was 

developed in cooperation with Ericsson Nikola Tesla in Zagreb, Croatia in the scope of the 

research project QoMoVid: QoE Monitoring Solutions for Mobile OTT Video Streaming”. 

The ViQMon app extracts YouTube performance data from the official app’s Stats for Nerds 

window using Tesseract OCR engine [52] to read data necessary to derive application-layer 

KPI’s per video viewing session [51].  Tesseract OCR Engine is an open source tool that has 

Unicode (UTF-8) support and can recognize more than 100 languages. It supports various 

output formats: plain-text, pdf, tsv, invisible-text-only pdf and others [52]. For displaying 

network parameters, the YouTube option “Stats for Nerds” was enabled (Figure 7, Figure 8, 

Figure 9). The App tracks changes of network parameters during the experiment and saves 

relevant information grouped by video ID in JSON format – app layer KPIs. 

To start the ViQMon app, the experiment converted to MP4 format as an input file 

should be selected and its timestamp. Converting human date (start time of experiment) was 

done with the help of Epoch Converter (Figure 10) [26].  

 

 

   

Figure 9 YouTube users settings -  how to enable Stats for Nerds 
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Figure 10 Example of creating timestamp using Epoch Converter 

 
 

An example of an experiment record from a JSON output file that holds information about 

one YouTube 360-degree video:  

 
{ 

  "deviceType": "mobile", 

  "audioQLchangeTimes": [0], 

  "stallingEventDuration": [2], 

  "audioQLs": ["140"], 

  "videoID": "1tA7ColD8IQ", 

  "initialVideoBufferingTime": 2, 

  "videoDuration": 202, 

  "viewport": "1334x750", 

  "videoQLchangeTimes": [0], 

  "stallTimeRatio": 0, 

  "stallingEventStart": [0], 

  "videoStallTime": 0, 

  "videoQLs": ["135"], 

  "startTimestamp": 1523018014 

}  

 

Every YouTube video has its own video ID. Timestamp defines the start of video 

playback and there is additional information about stalling, buffering, video duration, 

viewport, audio and video quality. Audio (“audioQLs”) and video quality (“videoQLs”) is 
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presented via itag. Formats that represent each itag can be seen in [49].  In this example, 

video itag with value “135” presents download video format: mp4, video resolution: 854 x 

480, video format: DASH video and audio is none. Audio itag with value “140” presents  the 

download format: m4a, audio: stereo with 44.1 KHz and 128 Kbps, audio format: AAC 

DASH audio and video is none. Stall time Ratio presents ratio of stalling in video playback 

and viewport is the user’s visible area. We can see it is equal to the resolution of our IPhone 

6s as expected. InitialVideoBufferingTime shows us in seconds how much of the video is 

currently buffered on our device.  

 

3.2.3. Converting conducted MP4 videos 

 

Because of the lack of a library that is used in extracting frames in the ViQMon app, 

we needed to convert conducted MP4 videos into an appropriate format, so we used the Any 

Video Converter tool [25].  The desired format was set to “Customized MP4 Movie” and 

Video Size was set to “Original” (Figure 11). 

 

 

Figure 11 Any Video Converter GUI [25] 
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3.2.4. Scripts for data processing and analysis 

 The output file from the ViQmon app serves as an input file for execution of several 

scripts that were developed in the scope of [47] and [48]. For better understanding, scripts 

are listed in the exact order of their execution:  

 

1. script: Obtaining information about available video and audio formats, 

2. script: Calculating application-level KPIs, 

3. script: Extracting relevant packet fields, 

4. script: Extracting network traffic features, 

5. script: Merging application-level data, 

6. script: Merging network-level data, 

7. script: Building the dataset, 

8. script: Creating an arff file. 

 

 The main purpose for executing these scripts was preparing a dataset for training 

machine learning algorithms – creating arff file with KPIs. An ARFF (Attribute-Relation 

File Format) file is an ASCII text file that describes a list of instances sharing a set of 

attributes [53]. This file was developed for use with the machine learning tool Weka [36]. 

Weka will be explained in next chapters as it was used as part of this thesis. As the scripts 

were not developed in the scope of this thesis they will not be explained in detail. More 

information about them can be found in [47] and [48].  

 

 

3.3. Collected dataset for training machine learning 

classifiers 

 

The final collected dataset corresponds to the streaming of 348 videos that was 

obtained in 35 experiments. Experiments are run in different network conditions in order to 

collect a dataset covering different 600 Kbps. In addition to low video bitrate, 60-70% of 

videos have an initial delay up to 4-5 seconds (Figure 13). There is a small percentage of 

videos that have high bitrate 2400-4289 Kbps. The highest bitrate value measured in this 

thesis was 4289 Kbps. A small percentage has a high initial delay (the largest value was 67 

s). We can not for sure know what was the reason but we assume that cause is in bad network 
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conditions that occur during the video playback. Figure 12 shows the cumulative distribution 

(CDF) of video bitrate and Figure 13 CDF of initial delay duration. service adaptation 

scenarios. We also select 360-degree videos of various genres to be played as part of 

laboratory testing to have realistic use case scenarios. Video duration was between 90 and 

180 seconds of each 360-degree video.  

Characteristics of the gather dataset are illustrated in Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14, 

Figure 15, and Figure 16. We can see from Figure 12 that 60% of videos have bitrate under  

 
 

 

Figure 12 Cumulative distribution of video bitrate 
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Figure 13 Cumulative distribution of initial delay 

 
 

Even though we had an initial delay, in the majority of the videos (85%) no stalling 

events occurred. The maximum stalling count for one video was 4. In Figure 14 we can see 

the CDF of stalling count and Figure 15 shows the CDF of stalling time ratio (the ratio of 

stall time and overall video playback). Stalling may occur in experiments with an increase 

of available bandwidth because YouTube in those scenarios discards all of the buffered video 

content while switching to higher quality level [47][39].  

 

 

 

Figure 14 Cumulative distribution of stalling count 
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Figure 15 Cumulative distribution of stalling time ratio 

 

Figure 16 shows the cumulative distribution of the percentage of video playback time 

spent on each quality level. It can be observed that half of the videos were played in 

low/medium resolution. That is the consequence of initial delay and low bitrate. 20% of 

videos were played in high quality, 5% of that has 1080p or 1440p. Low and medium 

resolution is not enough for having good QoE watching 360-degree video. During the 

measurement those videos were blurry and whole video quality was poor. This is a known 

problem and lot of users have complaints on YouTube as they feel disappointed with their 

360 experience [62]. YouTube is not the only platform that has problems with streaming 

high quality 360-degree video. As already mentioned before, it is high demanding to ensure 

high quality in streaming 360-degree video. 
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Figure 16 Cumulative distribution of resolution 
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4. Development of machine learning-based QoE 
and KPI estimation models  

4.1. Machine learning 

When defining machine learning, often quoted words by Tom M. Mitchell state the 

following: “A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some 

class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured 

by P, improves with experience E” [28]. He also said that we must identity three features to 

have a well-defined learning problem: the class of the tasks, the measure of performance to 

be improved, and the source of experience [28].  

Machine learning is a widespread field of study, applied in many domains, from robot 

control, speech recognition, computer vision, bio-surveillance to accelerating empirical 

sciences. Systems developed using machine learning are far more accurate than hand-crafted 

programs [29]. For example, in the US, over 85% of handwritten mail is sorted automatically 

using handwriting analysis software trained using machine learning over huge data sets [29]. 

In addition to that, various machine-learning algorithms has been developed to cover the 

wide variety of data and problems that needs to be solved [30].   

 There are three types of Machine Learning: Supervised learning, Unsupervised 

learning, and Reinforcement Learning [31]. Supervised learning takes labelled data as input. 

First the model is trained with lots of training data (both input and output.) Then with new 

data and the logic as a result of training we can predict the output [32]. Supervised learning 

can be divided in two categories: Classification and Regression [31]. Classification is a type 

of problem when the data can be separated into specific “classes”, and we predict the 

categorical response value. In regression we need to predict the continuous-response value. 

Classification example is Presidential Election Prediction, and a Regression example is 

predicting emission level of NO2 [31]. Unsupervised learning takes unstructured data and the 

system has to find regularity in the data set to predict the output [32]. It can be divided in 

three categories: Clustering, Density Estimation, Dimensionality Reduction [31]. Clustering 

is a type of problem where the system understands from data itself and group cluster similar 

things together [32]. For example, input data is set of songs and system clusters them into 

different types of song. Density Estimation has the goal to estimate the unknown density 

function from the observed data and Dimensionality Reduction to discover compact 

representations of high-dimensional data [33][34]. Supervised and Unsupervised learning 
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are most used. Reinforcement learning is a type of problem where the system must learn 

behaviour through trial-and-error interactions with a dynamic environment [35].  

 

Commonly used algorithms are [60]:  

 

 Linear Regression,  

 Logistic Regression, 

 Decision Tree, 

 SVM, 

 Naïve Bayes, 

 kNN, 

 k-Means, 

 Random Forest, 

 Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms, 

 Gradient Boosting algorithms. 

o GBM 

o XGBoost 

o LightGBM 

o CatBoost 

 

Next section describes four machine learning algorithms that are used as part of 

classification. All algorithms are supported in the tool WEKA and are commonly used in 

machine learning practice.  

 

4.2. Machine learning algorithms used in this thesis 

 

OneR (One Rule) is a classification machine learning algorithm that generates one 

rule for each predictor in the data and then selects the rule with the smallest total error as its 

“one rule” [54]. It is based on 1-level decision tree and it often has better performance then 

some far more complex algorithms because some dataset are really simple or so small and 

complex that nothing can be learned from them [55]. Pseudocode of the algorithm is 

following (taken from [55]): 
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For each attribute,  

For each value of the attribute make a rule as follows: 

  count how often each class appears  

  find the most frequent class 

  make the rule assign that class to this attribute 

 Calculate the error rate of this attribute's rule 

Choose the attribute with the smallest error rate 

 

SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) is a fast algorithm for training support 

vector machines. Optimization problem of multiple variables is decomposed into a series of 

subproblems. Each subproblem optimizes an objective function of a small number of 

variables (typically only one) while other variables are treated as constants. It is known for 

solving SVM (Support Vector Machine) problem far better then generic QP algorithms  [56].  

Naïve Bayes is a classification machine learning algorithm based on Bayes’ Theorem 

with an assumption of independence among predictors. To be more simple, Naïve Bayes 

classifier assumes that presence of particular features has no connection with the presence 

of any other feature. It is mostly used for very large datasets. For its simplicity and great  

performance characteristics it is commonly used. The biggest disadvantage of this algorithm 

is the fact that in real life, we rarely work with a set of predictors which are completely 

independent [57].  

J48 decision tree is a classification machine learning algorithm. It is an 

implementation of the Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) algorithm developed by the WEKA 

team. J48 decides the dependent variable of new sample based on various attribute values of 

the available data. The dependent variable is called the attribute that is to be predicted. 

Independent variables are other attributes which help in prediction of the dependent variable 

[59].  

The next section gives a short guide to using the WEKA machine learning tool which 

was used in this work to solve multi-class classification problem. 
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4.3. Weka 

 

Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks [36]. It is 

very easy to use as it provides extensive support for the whole process of experimental data 

mining: preparing and visualizing the input data, evaluating learning schemes statistically 

and visualizing result of learning without writing any program code at all [37]. Weka was 

developed at the University of Waikato in New Zealand and it can be run on almost any 

platform (Linux, Windows, and Macintosh operating systems). Weka workflow is shown in 

Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17 Workflow in WEKA 

 

There are three different Weka use case scenarios: to apply a learning method to a 

dataset and analyse its output in order to learn more about data, to use learned models to 

generate predictions on new instances, and to apply several different learners and comparing 

their performance to choose best suitable one for prediction [37].  

Weka comes with five graphical user interfaces (Figure 18). The easiest way and the 

way we used Weka in this work is through a graphical user interface called the Explorer. 

Explorer offers all facilities using menu selection and form filling. In this thesis Explorer 

was used for pre-processing, classification and network feature selection. 

The Experimenter helps answering a basic practical question when applying classification 

and regression techniques. The Knowledge Flow allows designing configurations for 

streamed data processing. The Workbench combines Explorer, Experimenter and 

Knowledge Flow into one application and Simple CLI is command line interface. 
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Figure 18 The WEKA GUI Chooser 

 

Dataset in WEKA can be imported and edited from various sources using WEKA’s 

Preprocess tab (Figure 19). After opening a dataset in Weka, on the left side are listed 

attributes and selecting one of them results showing additional information about them along 

with visualization of the class distribution on the right side of the tab. 

 

 

Figure 19 WEKA's Preprocess screen 
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When the dataset is ready, selection of a large number of classifiers can be done using 

the tab Classify (Figure 20). Classifier parameters and test options can also be set 

(Figure 21). Selecting option Start, validation begins and results are visible in the same tab 

(Figure 22). For better understanding results in next chapter, additional explanation of result 

example will be given in next section.  

 

 

Figure 20 Choosing machine learning algorithm in WEKA 
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Figure 21 Setting additional parameters for chosen machine learning algorithm 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Example of classifier output 
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4.4. Classifier output 

 

 Classifier is a classification model, the result of machine learning algorithm output. 

For better understanding, classifier can be a function that classifies songs into genres based 

on keywords. Classification performance can be analysed by applying classifier to data with 

known classes and observing possible errors in predicted classes. Percentage of incorrectly 

classified instances is called error rate, and accuracy shows the percentage of correctly 

classified ones [39].  

 TP Rate stands for True Positive (TP) Rate and those are correctly classified 

instances. FP Rate Stands for False Positive (FP) Rate and those are incorrectly classified 

instances in an observed class. 

 Precision attempts to answer the question: “What proportion of positive 

identifications was actually correct?” , and recall: “What proportion of actual positives was 

identified correctly”[38]. They are defined with following formulas [38]: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

TP + FP
 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

TP + FN
 

 

 FN stands for False Negatives and those are incorrectly not classified instances in an 

observer class.  

Possible errors are shown in a confusion matrix. Confusion Matrix is N x N matrix 

(N presents number of classes) and each xi,j represents the number of instances predicted to 

be in class i, but they actually belong to class j.  

In this work we used Cross-validation for Test option. Cross-validation is a technique 

to evaluate predictive models by separating the original dataset into a training set to train the 

model, and a test set to evaluate it [40]. In k-fold cross-validation, original dataset is 

randomly partitioned into k equal size subsets. Single subset is used for test ing the model, 

and the remaining k-1 subsets are used as training data. Procedure is then repeated k times.  
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5. Results 

 Results of classification using four different machine learning algorithms (J48, 

OneR, SMO and Naïve Bayse) on conducted dataset are presented in Table 2, Table 3, Table 

4, Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7. There are six target variables (bitrate3, bitrate2, 

initialDelay2, initialDelay3, longestRes3 and longestRes2). For each target variable, 

predictors and algorithm used in classification are shown. All predictors are network traffic 

features. They are listed using their names from WEKA but for better understanding name 

descriptions are attached in the Appendix. Algorithm performance is shown via accuracy, 

precision and recall. Division into classes depending on the class boundaries for a particular 

target variable is shown in Table 1. Class boundaries for target variable longestRes2 and 

longestRes3 are percentages of high quality resolution – perc (1440/1080/720), medium 

quality resolution – perc (480/360), and low quality resolution – perc (240/144). 

 

Table 1 Division into classes for a particular target variable depending on class boundaries 

Target 

Variable 

Class boundaries Class 

bitrate3 bitrate <= 300 Kbps 

300 Kbps < bitrate <= 1000 Kbps 

bitrate  > 1000 Kbps 

low 

medium 

high 

bitrate2 bitrate <= 450 Kbps 

bitrate > 450 Kbps 

low 

high 

initialDelay3 initialDelay <= 2 s 

2 s < initialDelay <= 7 s 

initialDelay > 7 s 

short 

medium 

long 

initialDelay2 initialDelay <= 2.5 s 

initialDelay > 2.5 s 

short 

long 

longestRes3 perc(1440/1080/720)  >  perc(480/360) and  perc(240/144) 

perc(480/360)  >  perc(1440/1080/720) and perc(240/144) 

perc(240/144)  >  perc(1440/1080/720) and perc(480/360) 

high 

medium 

low 

longestRes2 perc1440 + perc1080 + perc 720 > 0.5 

perc1440 + perc1080 + perc 720 <= 0.5 

hd 

sd 
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Target variable bitrate3 (Table 2) had three class: high, medium and low. We set 

minimum number object (minNumObj) to 10 after several execution of classification. We 

didn’t want to over fit the three because we want our classifier to have good performance on 

general dataset and not to have good performance only on a specific dataset. Over fitting can 

happen with too large number of instances at the leaves (minNumObjc). The high class had 

highest percentage of correctly classified instances (104 instances were correctly classified 

and only 4 were wrong). Worst was medium class (116 instances were correctly classified 

and 40 were wrong). Algorithm J48 correctly classified 288 instances (accuracy 82.76%) 

and 60 were incorrectly classified. OneR has lower accuracy then J48 (79.31%). It correctly 

classified 276 instances and 72 wrong but the precision of predicting low class was very poor 

(46 instances correctly and 37 incorrectly). Here also high class had best prediction 

performance. SMO has accuracy of 82.18% but classification of instances for low class was 

worse then from OneR (here 41 instances were correctly  classified and 42 were wrong!). 

Naïve Bayse also best classified high class and the worst was low class. Maybe the 

classification would be better (for low class the most) if we have equally distributed instances 

in all three classes what wasn’t accomplish in our case due to conducted measurements. 

 

Table 2 Results of target variable bitrate3, its predictors, and classification performance by 
machine learning algorithms 

Target 

variable 

Algorithm        Selected attributes 

(predictors) 

Accuracy   
 

Precision Recall 

bitrate3 
{high: h, 

medium: m, 

low: l} 

 

J48 
 

minNumObj: 

10  

highMedianSizeIn5sIntervalsDL,  
minSizeIn3sIntervalsDL,  

maxSizeIn3sIntervalsDL,  

medianSizeIn2sIntervalsDL,  

highMedianSizeIn3sIntervalsUL,  

maxSizeIn1sIntervalsUL  
 

82.76% 
 

 

h: 0.881 
m: 0.881 

l: 0.716 

h: 0.954 
m: 0.744 

l: 0.819 

 

 OneR 

 

minBucketSize: 

10 

maxSizeIn5sIntervalsDL,  

averageThroughputUL  

 

79.31% h: 0.862 

m: 0.761 

l: 0.742 

h: 0.972 

m: 0.795 

l: 0.554 

 SMO numOfPacketsLarger100BUL, 

highMedianSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

groupedMedianSizeIn5sIntervals

DL, avgSizeIn1sIntervalsDL, 

maxSizeIn1sIntervalsDL, 

averageThroughputUL, 

avgPacketSizeUL, 

avgSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

meanSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

hMeanSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

lowMedianSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

avgSizeIn3sIntervalsUL, 

lowMedianSizeIn3sIntervalsUL, 

82.18% h: 0.937 

m: 0.754 

l: 0.820 

h: 0.954 

m: 0.904 

l: 0.494 
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maxSizeIn2sIntervalsUL, 

stDevSizeIn2sIntervalsUL, 

pStDevSizeIn2sIntervalsUL, 

maxSizeIn1sIntervalsUL, 

pVarSizeIn1sIntervalsUL  

 Naïve Bayse avgPacketSizeDL, 

percOfUsedTransTimeDL, 

numOfPacketsLarger100BUL, 
avgSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

medianSizein5sIntervalsDL 

 

76.15% h: 0.897 

m: 0.723 

l: 0.682 

h: 0.798 

m: 0.769 

l: 0.699 

 

Target variable bitrate2 (Table 3) had two classes: low and high. J48 had accuracy 

of 85.06%. Algorithm correctly classified 123 to low class (17 were incorrectly) and 173 to 

high class (35 were incorrectly). OneR had accuracy of 84.48%. There were in both class 

incorrect classified instances (18 for low and 36 for high class). SMO on contrary better 

classified low class (only 4 incorrectly and 136 correctly). High class had ten times more 

incorrectly classified instances. Naïve Baise equal to SMO better classified low class then 

J48 and OneR. 

 

Table 3 Results of target variable bitrate2, its predictors, and classification performance by 
machine learning algorithms 

Target 

variable 

Algorithm        Selected attributes 

(predictors) 

Accuracy   
 

Precision Recall 

bitrate2 
{high:h, 

low:l} 

J48 

 
minNumObj: 

10 

hMeanSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

minSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 
hMeanSizeIn3sIntervalsDL, 

stDevSizeIn3sIntervalsDL, 

medianSizein5sIntervalsUL, 

minSizeIn3sIntervalsUL 
 

85.06% h: 0.911 

l: 0.778 

h: 0.832 

l: 0.879 
 

 OneR 

 

minBucketSize: 

10 

pStDevSizeIn2sIntervalsUL 

 

84.48% h: 0.905 

l: 0.772 

h: 0.827 

l: 0.871 

 SMO hMeanSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

minSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

pVarSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

hMeanSizeIn3sIntervalsDL, 

avgPacketSizeUL, 
avgSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

meanSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

stDevSizeIn3sIntervalsUL, 

pStDevSizeIn1sIntervalsUL 

 

87.07% h: 0.977 

l: 0.768 

h: 0.803 

l: 0.971 

 Naïve Bayse avgPacketSizeDL, 

percOfUsedTransTimeDL, 

avgSizeLarger100BUL, 

minSizeIn2sIntervalsDL, 

avgPacketSizeUL, 
avgSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

meanSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

 

89.08% h: 0.983 

l: 0.797 

h: 0.832 

l: 0.979 
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Target initialDelay3 (Table 4) had short, medium and long class. By far this target 

has lowest accuracy of previous target variables using algorithm J48. Short and long class 

are totally missed. Medium class is well enough correctly classified but overall performance 

is poor. There was non predictors for SMO and OneR algorithm. Naïve Base put all instances 

in medium class (recall 1.000).  

 

Table 4 Results of target variable initialDelay3, its predictors, and classification performance by 
machine learning algorithms 

Target 

variable  

Algorithm        Selected attributes 

(predictors) 

Accuracy   
 

Precision Recall 

initialDelay3 
{short: s, 

medium: m, 

long: l} 

J48 
 

minNumObj: 

6 

percOfUsedTransTimeDL, 
avgSizeLarger100BUL, 

stdSizeLarger100BUL, 

stDevSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

pStDevSizeIn3sIntervalsDL, 
highMedianSizeIn2sIntervalsUL 

 

 

60.91% s: 0.600 
m: 0.617 

l: 0.417 

 

s: 0.052 
m: 0.953 

l: 0.101 

 OneR  none attribute selected - - - 
 SMO none attribute selected - - - 
 Naïve Bayse maxSizeIn3sIntervalsUL 60.63% s: - 

m: 0.606 

l: -  

s: 0.000 
m: 1.000 

l: 0.000 

 

 

Classification performance is also poor with target variable initialDelay2 (Table 5). 

Using J48 we got 115 incorrectly classified instances in short class. It is possible that initial 

delay is too hard to correctly classify and maybe in future work we should find another 

approach to evaluate initial delay. Perhaps, we could measure video playback within certain 

limits of duration and see if we will get better classification results. Equally bad are results 

using other three algorithms.  
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Table 5 Results of target variable initialDelay2, its predictors, and classification performance by 
machine learning algorithms 

Target 

variable  

Algorithm        Selected attributes 

(predictors) 

Accuracy   
 

Precision Recall 

initialDelay2 
{short: s, 

long: l} 

J48 

 

minNumObj: 
10 

maxSizeIn3sIntervalsUL 63.51% s: 0.721 

l: 0.623 

s: 0.212 

l: 0.914 

 OneR 

minBucketSize: 

30 

maxSizeIn2sIntervalsDL 57.76% s: 0.494 

l: 0.605 

0.288 

0.787 

 SMO avgPacketSizeDL, 
avgSizeLarger100BUL, 

avgSizeIn3sIntervalsUL, 

pVarSizeIn2sIntervalsUL, 

pVarSizeIn1sIntervalsUL 
 

 

62.07% s: 0.675 
l: 0.614 

s: 0.185 
l: 0.936 

 Naïve Bayse maxSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

minSizeIn2sIntervalsUL 

 

62.36% s: 0.586 

l: 0.636 

s: 0.349 

l: 0.822 

 

For the target variable longestRes3 (Table 6) incorrectly classified instances were in 

all four cases (using all four algorithms). Naïve Bayes has highest accuracy (78.45%). 273 

instances were correctly and 75 was wrong classified.  

 

Table 6 Results of target variable longestRes3, its predictors, and classification performance by 
machine learning algorithms 

Target 

variable  

Algorithm        Selected attributes 

(predictors) 

Accuracy   
 

Precision Recall 

longestRes3 
{high: h, 

medium: m, 

low: l} 

 

J48 

 

minNumObj: 
10 

percOfUsedTransTimeDL, 

numOfPacketsLarger100BUL, 

avgSizeIn1sIntervalsDL 
 

74.42% h: 0.875 

m: 0.766 

l: 0.656 

h: 0.721 

m: 0.740 

l: 0.766 

 OneR 

minBucketSize: 

14 

stDevSizeIn1sIntervalsDL 69.54% h: 0.722 

m: 0.725 

l: 0.642 

h: 0.765 

m: 0,642 

l: 0,738 

 SMO numOfPacketsLarger100BUL, 

maxSizeIn5sIntervalsDL, 

lowMedianSizeIn5sIntervalsUL, 

hMeanSizeIn3sIntervalsUL, 

pStDevSizeIn1sIntervalsUL 

76.44% h: 0.836 

m: 0.819 

l: 0.674 

h: 0.750 

m: 0.705 

l: 0.869 

 Naïve Bayse avgPacketSizeDL, 

stdSizeLarger100BUL, 

stDevSizeIn2sIntervalsDL, 

avgPacketSizeUL 

 

78.45% h: 0.818 

m: 0.832 

l: 0.714 

h: 0.794 

m: 0.717 

l: 0.888 

 

 

Target longestRes2 (Table 7) has high accuracy with J48 (92.82%). Better 

classification was done for sd class. Possibly due to much higher number of instances in the 

conducted data set (281) that has low quality from the ones in high (67). It would be better 
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if we had more instances that belongs to higher class but it is hard do accomplish this because 

YouTube stream 360-degree videos in pretty low quality due to its characteristics and 

available bandwidth. High accuracy is also accomplished with algorithms OneR, SMO and 

Naïve Bayes. 

 

 

Table 7 Results of target variable longestRes2, its predictors, and classification performance by 
machine learning algorithms 

Target 

variable  

Algorithm        Selected attributes 

(predictors) 

Accuracy   
 

Precision Recall 

longestRes2 
{high: hd, 

low: sd} 

J48 
minNumObj: 

10 

stDevSizeIn3sIntervalsDL, 
medianSizeIns3IntervalsUL 

92.82% hd: 0.828 
sd: 0.951 

hd: 0.791 
sd: 0.961 

 OneR 

minBucketSize: 

6 

maxSizeIn2sIntervalsDL 92.53% hd: 0.815 

sd: 0.951 

hd: 0.791 

sd: 0.957 

 SMO percOfUsedTransTimeDL 

medianSizeIns5IntervalsDL, 

maxSizeIn1sIntervalsDL 

 

90.81% hd: 0.857 

sd: 0.916 

hd: 0.627 

sd: 0.908 

 Naïve Bayse numOfPacketsLarger100BUL, 
stDevSizeIn1sIntervalsDL, 

avgPacketSizeUL 

 

 

93.10% hd: 0.831 
sd: 0.954 

hd: 0.806 
sd: 0.961 
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Conclusion 

 

360-degree videos are a new rich multimedia experience that is being introduced to 

the online users through many main players on the market such as YouTube and Facebook. 

Content providers use different adaptation strategies to gain maximum user QoE. They 

cannot predict user network condition and possible degradation events such as stalling, 

quality switches, and initial delay during the video playback. 

To ensure adaptation in real-time conditions, the adaptive video streaming paradigm 

is used. YouTube traffic transmitted over the network is encrypted, but new studies show 

promising results such as solutions based on machine learning approaches for estimating 

performance solely from encrypted network.  

In this thesis, the focus was on investigating and describing the mechanisms behind 

the YouTube 360-degree video service. For this to be done, we collected a dataset of 348 

videos. After analysis of the collected measurement data set it was noticed that the highest 

number of stalling count for one video was 4 and more then 80% didn’t have stalling at all. 

On the contrary, bitrate was pretty low and initial delay was high. As a result of the previous 

two, resolution wasn’t that high either and most of the videos playback was in low or medium 

resolution. That is a known problem for streaming 360-degree video. Even YouTube has 

them and many users complain about poor user QoE. The main problem is that 360-degree 

video is high-demanding. It is still not enough explored and research has to be done in the 

future. Insight into 360-degree video characteristics can aid in improving the coding and 

streaming process.  

The goal of this thesis was to identify a set of traffic features that can be extracted 

from network traffic traces, and test to what extent these features can be used to estimate 

application-layer performance using a machine learning approach. For this, we used the 

machine learning tool WEKA and chose 4 well known machine learning algorithms: J48, 

OneR, Naïve Bayes and SMO. We extract traffic features: initial delay, resolution, and 

bitrate. Stalling wasn’t included as a traffic feature due to a small number of instances where 

stalling was observed. We wanted to have equally distributed instances in all classes of target 

variables. Some of them has three classes and some two. The worst classification was for 

initial delay regardless of the algorithm. Probably the problem lies in unequally distribution 

of instances that is not easy to manage. One solution is to collect a larger dataset to provide 

enough information for machine learning algorithms. Also, maybe it might be good to think 
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about a new way of calculating initial delay, whether we measure at the full video level or 

on a certain length of time. The most accurate classification was for target variable 

longestRes2 that has two classes: standard and high definition. There was no significant 

difference in efficiency between algorithms. 
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YouTube Performance Estimation Based on the Analysis of Encrypted Network 

Traffic for 360 Video on the iOS platform 

 

Abstract 

 

In this thesis the focus was on investigating and describing the mechanisms behind the 

YouTube 360-degree video service, conducting measurements in a laboratory testbed to 

collect network traffic traces and application-layer performance indicators. We also 

identified a set of traffic features that was extracted from network traffic traces and tested 

them to see can they be used to estimate application-layer performance using a machine 

learning approach. 

The dataset that was analysed consists of 348 instances. We used the machine 

learning tool WEKA. Using WEKA we subset a dataset using wrapper methods and trained 

classification models with 4 different machine learning algorithms: J48, OneR, Naïve Bayse 

and SMO. Classification accuracy was assessed and discussed. The worst classification 

accuracy was for target variable initial delay and best one was for resolution that separate 

instances in two classes. There was no significant difference in efficiency between 

algorithms.  

 

Keywords: machine learning, KPIs, Quality of Experience, YouTube, network traffic 

classification, network traffic features 
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Procjena performansi usluge YouTube na osnovu analize kriptiranog prometa 

za 360 video na iOS platformi 

 

Sažetak 

 

Cilj ovog rada bilo je istraživanje i opisivanje mehanizama na kojima radi usluga 

YouTube za prikazivanje 360 stupnjeva videa, provođenje mjerenja u laboratorijskom 

testnom prostoru za prikupljanje tragova mrežnog prometa i pokazatelja uspješnosti 

aplikacijskog sloja. Također smo identificirali skup značajki prometa koji su izvučeni iz 

tragova mrežnog prometa i testirali ih da bismo ih mogli koristiti za procjenu performansi 

aplikacijskog sloja pomoću strojnog učenja. 

Skup podataka koji je analiziran sastoji se od 348 primjeraka. Koristili smo alat za 

strojno učenje pod nazivom WEKA. Korištenjem WEKA-e iz baze podataka smo izvukli 

relevantne atribute koji bi mogli imati utjecaja prilikom klasifikacije određenog modela. 

Napravili smo klasifikacijske modele s 4 različita algoritma strojnog učenja: J48, OneR, 

Naïve Bayse i SMO. Analizirani su dobiveni rezultati klasifikacije i njihova točnost. 

Najmanja točnost klasifikacije bila je za početno kašnjenje, a najbolja je bila za rezoluciju u 

slučaju kad instance dijelimo u dvije klase. Nije bilo značajne razlike u učinkovitosti između 

izabranih algoritama strojnog učenja. 

 

Ključne riječi: strojno učenje, KPI, iskustvena kvaliteta, YouTube, klasifikacija mrežnog 

prometa, značajke mrežnog prometa 
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6. Appendix 

Feature name:          Feature description 

 
averageT hroughput Average throughput [Mbps] 

avgPac ketSize Average packet size [Bytes] 

avgSize In5sI nterv als Average of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n5sInte rvals Harmonic mean of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n5sInterv als Median of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In5sI nterv als Low median of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n5sInterv als High median of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedM edianSize In5sInterv als Grouped median of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In5sInte rvals Minimum of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n5sInterv als Maximum of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In5sInterv als Standard deviation of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In5sInterv als Population standard deviation of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

pVarSizeIn5sI nte rvals Populaion variance of amounts of data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In1sI nterv als Average of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n1sInte rvals Harmonic mean of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n1sInterv als Median of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In1sI nterv als Low median of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n1sInterv als High median of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedM edianSize In1sInterv als Grouped median of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In1sInte rvals Minimum of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n1sInterv als Maximum of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In1sInterv als Standard deviation of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In1sInterv als Population standard deviation of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

pVarSizeIn1sI nte rvals Populaion variance of amounts of data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

averageT hroughputD L Average downlink throughput [Mbps] 

avgPac ketSize DL Average downlink packet size [Bytes] 

percOfUse dTransTimeDL Percentage of 100ms-intervals with downlink traffic larger than 0 Bytes 

numOfPack etsL arger100BUL Number of uplink packets larger than 100 Bytes (number of segment requests) 

avgSizeL arger100BU L Average uplink packet size, including only packets larger than 100 Bytes 

stdSize Larger100B UL Standard deviation of uplink packet size, including only packets larger than 100 Bytes 

avgSize In5sI nterv alsD L Average of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n5sInte rvalsDL Harmonic mean of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n5sInterv alsDL Median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In5sI nterv alsD L Low median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n5sInterv alsDL High median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn5sIntervalsDL    Grouped median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In5sInte rvalsDL Minimum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n5sInterv alsDL Maximum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In5sInterv alsD L Standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In5sInterv alsD L Population standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s 

intervals  

pVarSizeIn5sI nte rvalsDL Populaion variance of amounts of downlink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In3sI nterv alsD L Average of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n3sInte rvalsDL Harmonic mean of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n3sInterv alsDL Median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In3sI nterv alsD L Low median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n3sInterv alsDL High median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn3sIntervalsDL    Grouped median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In3sInte rvalsDL Minimum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n3sInterv alsDL Maximum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In3sInterv alsD L Standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In3sInterv alsD L Population standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals 
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pVarSizeIn3sI nte rvalsDL Populaion variance of amounts of downlink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In2sI nterv alsD L Average of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n2sInte rvalsDL Harmonic mean of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n2sInterv alsDL Median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In2sI nterv alsD L Low median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n2sInterv alsDL High median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn2sIntervalsDL    Grouped median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In2sInte rvalsDL Minimum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n2sInterv alsDL Maximum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In2sInterv alsD L Standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In2sInterv alsD L Population standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals 

pVarSizeIn2sI nte rvalsDL Populaion variance of amounts of downlink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In1sI nterv alsD L Average of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n1sInte rvalsDL Harmonic mean of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n1sInterv alsDL Median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In1sI nterv alsD L Low median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n1sInterv alsDL High median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn1sIntervalsDL    Grouped median of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In1sInte rvalsDL Minimum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n1sInterv alsDL Maximum of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In1sInterv alsD L Standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In1sInterv alsD L Population standard deviation of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals 

pVarSizeIn1sI nte rvalsDL Populaion variance of amounts of downlink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

averageT hroughputU L Average uplink throughput [Mbps] 

avgPac ketSize UL Average uplink packet size [Bytes] 

avgSize In5sI nterv alsU L Average of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n5sInte rvalsUL Harmonic mean of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n5sInterv alsUL Median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In5sI nterv alsU L Low median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n5sInterv alsUL High median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn5sIntervalsUL     Grouped median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In5sInte rvalsUL Minimum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n5sInterv alsUL Maximum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In5sInterv alsU L Standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In5sInterv alsU L Population standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals 

[Bytes] 

pVarSizeIn5sI nte rvalsUL Populaion variance of amounts of uplink data transferred in 5 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In3sI nterv alsU L Average of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n3sInte rvalsUL Harmonic mean of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n3sInterv alsUL Median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In3sI nterv alsU L Low median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n3sInterv alsUL High median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn3sIntervalsUL     Grouped median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In3sInte rvalsUL Minimum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n3sInterv alsUL Maximum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In3sInterv alsU L Standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In3sInterv alsU L Population standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals 

[Bytes] 

pVarSizeIn3sI nte rvalsUL Populaion variance of amounts of uplink data transferred in 3 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In2sI nterv alsU L Average of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n2sInte rvalsUL Harmonic mean of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n2sInterv alsUL Median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In2sI nterv alsU L Low median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n2sInterv alsUL High median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn2sIntervalsUL     Grouped median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In2sInte rvalsUL Minimum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n2sInterv alsUL Maximum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 
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stDev Size In2sInterv alsU L Standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In2sInterv alsU L Population standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals 

[Bytes] 

pVarSizeIn2sI nte rvalsUL Populaion variance of amounts of uplink data transferred in 2 s intervals [Bytes] 

avgSize In1sI nterv alsU L Average of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

hMeanSizeI n1sInte rvalsUL Harmonic mean of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

medianSizeI n1sInterv alsUL Median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

lowMe dia nSize In1sI nterv alsU L Low median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

highMe dianSizeI n1sInterv alsUL High median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

groupedMedianSizeIn1sIntervalsUL     Grouped median of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

minSize In1sInte rvalsUL Minimum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

maxSizeI n1sInterv alsUL Maximum of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

stDev Size In1sInterv alsU L Standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

pStDev Size In1sInterv alsU L Population standard deviation of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals 

[Bytes] 

pVarSizeIn1sI nte rvalsUL Populaion variance of amounts of uplink data transferred in 1 s intervals [Bytes] 

 

 

 

 

 
 


